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1.1 

f Fylde Borough 
nvironmental 

es 
the existing Fylde Borough Local Plan (as Altered), which was created in October 2005 and 

ing framework for the Borough.  Section 2 of this report 
provides further information about the background to and development of the LDF. 

1.2 

 a predominantly rural borough occupying the southern part of the Fylde peninsula in 
ed to the north by Wyre BC and the estuary of the River Wyre, 

to the west by the densely populated urban area of Blackpool, by Preston City Council to the 
east and by the Ribble Estuary to the south (see Figure 1-1).  Fylde had a population of 76,300 
in June 2009. 

Figure 1-1 Location of Fylde Borough within Lancashire 

1 Introduction

Purpose of the Scoping Report 

This Scoping Report has been prepared by Hyder Consulting on behalf o
Council (BC) as part of the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) and Strategic E
Assessment (SEA) of the emerging Local Development Framework (LDF).  The LDF replac

represents the current land use plann

Background to the Borough 

Fylde is
western Lancashire.  It is bound

 

The long coastline is one of the dominant features of the Borough and is the setting for the 
majority of its urban areas.  The largest towns, Lytham and St Anne’s have a reputation as a 
higher quality, lower-key resort than the much larger Blackpool to the north, with significant 
visitor resources along its seafront and in the form of its internationally famous championship 
golf course.  The other significant settlements are Warton/Freckleton, lying further east, and 
Kirkham / Wesham, which together form the only sizable inland settlement (see Figure 1-2). 
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Figure 1-2 Map of Fylde Borough 

 

The Borough is bisected by the M55 motorway which provides connections to th
network.  Two rail lines pass through Fylde providing connections to B
Connectivity is impo

e national road 
lackpool and Preston.  

rtant, as the Borough has a high dependence on neighbouring areas for job 
igher level service provision.  The Fylde economy is disproportionately 

reliant on a small number of large employers, and high-skilled jobs are relatively lacking.  
However, Fylde has above average levels of income and low levels of deprivation, although 
pockets do exist, notably in inner areas of St Anne’s.  Overall, the Borough has a high quality of 
life, and is a popular retirement destination.  Wards referred to in the rest of this report are 
indicated in Figure 1-3. 

Figure 1-3 Wards within Fylde Borough 

opportunities and h
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ority of land use.  The 
ere are few significant 
nservation sites are 

ant Ribble Estuary. 

bility Appraisal and Strategic Environmental 

ssing the social, economic and environmental impacts of a plan and 
king process.   

Agriculture forms a significant employment sector and dominates the maj
flat mosslands of the Fylde have been largely drained for farming and th
areas of natural or semi-natural landscape.  However, several nature co
located within or adjoining the Borough, notably the internationally-signific

1.3 Sustaina
Assessment 

SA is a process for asse
aims to ensure that sustainable development is at the heart of the plan-ma

Sustainable Development 

The UK Sustainable Development Strategy "Securing the Future" describes a common purpose 
for Sustainable Development: 

"The goal of sustainable development is to enable all people throughout the world to satisfy their 
basic needs and enjoy a better quality of life, without compromising the quality of life for future 
generations." 

The UK Sustainable Development Strategy 2005 set a new framework for sustainable 
development and describes how this should be pursued. Five Guiding Principles are identified: 

 Living within environmental limits 

 Ensuring a Strong, Healthy and Just Society 

 Achieving a Sustainable Economy 

 Promoting Good Governance 

 Using Sound Science Responsibly 

It is a legal requirement that Development Plan Documents (DPDs) produced within the LDF are 
The Act stipulates that 

sposed directly 
ulations2. 

s of plans and 
programmes to ensure that environmental issues are integrated and assessed at the earliest 
opportunity in the decision-making process.  Article 1 of the SEA Directive states that the aim is 

e to the integration of 
environmental considerations into the preparation and adoption of plans and programmes with a 
view to promoting sustainable development’. 

Guidance on conducting SEA is produced by the former Office of the Deputy Prime Minister3.  It 
is possible to combine the processes of SEA and SA, as they share a number of similarities. 

                                                     

subject to SA, under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.  
the SA must comply with the requirements of the SEA Directive1 which was tran
into UK law through the SEA Reg

SEA is a systemic process for evaluating the environmental consequence

to:  

‘provide for a high level of protection of the environment and to contribut

 

1 Directive 2001/42/EC on the assessment of the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment, June 
2001 
2 S.I. 2004 No. 1633: The Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations, 2004 
3 Office of the Deputy Prime Minister. (2005). A Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive. 

DCLG, London. 
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d Local Government 
a combined 

tal effects) and this is 
pproaches for both SA 

se legal obligations 
SA and SEA for the 

d to as SA throughout the remaining 
 boxes which clearly 

fulfilled. 

 the development of 
ry to carry out a more detailed SA Scoping for each 

 more specific thematic or geographical baseline data.  These ‘mini 
e produced alongside the DPDs, ensuring that they are able to benefit 

1.4 

 development of 

 applies to the whole 
ribed in Section 2 of 

 subsequent stages of SA shown on Figure 1-4.  
The development of this Scoping Report therefore represents Stage A of the process for each of 
these DPDs.  However, it is acknowledged that additional scoping work may need to be 
undertaken for separate DPDs to supplement the contents of this report, for example, the 
collection of further baseline data or the identification of more area or topic-specific sustainability 
issues and opportunities.  The results of any additional scoping activities will be documented in 
separate Scoping Reports for individual DPDs as required. 

                                                     

Additional guidance4 published by the Department for Communities an
(DCLG) and available through the Planning Advisory Service (PAS) promotes 
process (i.e. a process which assesses social, economic and environmen
the approach that has been adopted here.  Whilst there are formalised a
and SEA, only SEA has a legal obligation to perform certain activities.  The
have been, and will continue to be, adhered to throughout the combined 
DPDs within the LDF.  The combined SEA and SA is referre
sections of this Scoping Report.  This Scoping Report includes a series of
identify the specific requirements of the SEA Directive that need to be 

The Scoping Report applies to the whole of the LDF and will be relevant to
all DPDs.  However, it may be necessa
DPD, which would contain
Scoping Reports’ would b
from recommendations from the SA process. 

The SA Process 

Figure 1-5 outlines the stages in the SA process and how they relate to the
DPDs, as recommended in SEA guidance4 and national planning policy5. 

This Scoping Report presents Stage A of the SA process, as indicated, and
of the LDF.  As separate DPDs are brought forward by Fylde BC, as desc
this report, they will need to be subject to the

 

4 http://www.pas.gov.uk/pas/core/page.do?pageId=152450 
5 Department for Communities and Local Government. (2004). Planning Policy Statement 12: Local Spatial Planning. 

TSO, London. 
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Figure 1-4 The DPD Preparation and SA Processes 

DPD Preparation SA Preparation

Stage A: Setting the 
context, establishing the 
baseline and deciding on 

the scope

Evidence Gathering

Stage B: Developing and 
ref ining options and 
assessing ef fects.

Includes assessment of  the 
alternative options and the 

preferred option for the Draft 
DPD

Preparation of  Draf t DPD 
(including development of  

alternative options) in 
consultation

Stage C: Preparation of  the 
SA Report

Public consultation on the 
Draf t DPD

Stage D: Consultation on 
the Draf t DPD and the SA 

Report, and assessment of  
the signif icant changes

Independent examination

An adoption statement will 
be prepared explaining how 
the SA has inf luenced the 
development of  the Final 

DPD

Preparation of  the Final 
DPD and adoption by Fylde 

Preparation of 
and consultation 
on the Scoping 
Report

BC

Stage E: Monitoring the 
signif icant ef fects of 

implementing the DPD

Implementation, monitoring 
and review

 

1.5 Structure of the Scoping Report 

This Scoping Report sets the framework and approach for the SA process and explains how it 
will be undertaken for separate DPDs.  Subsequent sections of this report provide information 
about the proposed methods and provide background information about the existing conditions 
across the Borough.  The SEA Directive stipulates activities which must be undertaken as part 
of the SA.  Those that are relevant to this scoping stage are outlined in Box 1. 
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Box 1 

 good understanding of the SA process then please refer directly to 
dix A which provide information about the review of other relevant plans, 

sent data 
t information about 

1.6 

irements of Regulation 
isations, as described 
s for each of the 

emerging DPDs will be provided within the relevant specific scoping reports that accompany 
ey DPD within the LDF, this will be likely to 

olders, not only the statutory consultees. 

 bodies in November 2005 
dback upon baseline 
rs.  All comments received 

1.7 

itats and of wild flora 

significant impact upon a Natura 2000 site (Special Area of Conservation (SAC), candidate 
SAC, Special Protection Area (SPA), potential SPA or Ramsar site), which is not directly 
concerned with the management of the site for nature conservation, must be subject to an 
Appropriate Assessment.   The overarching process is referred to as Habitats Regulations 
Assessment (HRA). 

A HRA screening exercise will commence when the options are developed for individual DPDs 
to determine if they (either in isolation and/or in combination with other plans or projects) would 
generate an adverse impact upon the integrity of a Natura 2000 site, in terms of its conservation 
objectives and qualifying interests. This process will be documented in a Screening Report that 
will be submitted to Natural England. 

SEA Directive Requirements Applicable to Stage A: Scoping 

‘Authorities which, by reason of their specific environmental responsibilities, are likely to be concerned by the 

ogramme…shall be consulted when deciding on the scope 

ental report.’ (Article 5.4).  

ogrammes’ (Annex 1(a)) 

pean) Community or national level, 

 any environmental 

 taken into account during its preparation’ (Annex 1(a), (e)) 

f without its 

 be 

significantly affected’ (Annex 1(b), (c)) 

e including, in particular, those 

d pursuant to Directives 

environmental effects of implementing plans and pr

and level of detail of the information which must be included in the environm

The Environment Report should provide information on: 

‘the relationship (of the plan or programme) with other relevant plans and pr

‘the environmental protection objectives, established at international (Euro

which are relevant to the plan or programme…and the way those objectives and

considerations have been

‘relevant aspects of the current state of the environment and the likely evolution thereo

implementation of the plan or programme’ and, ‘the environmental characteristics of the areas likely to

‘any existing environmental problems which are relevant to the plan or programm

relating to any areas of a particular environmental importance, such as areas designate

79/409/EEC and 92/43/EEC’ (Annex 1 (c)) 

If you already have a
Section 4 and Appen
programmes and environmental objectives, and Section 5 and Appendix B which pre
about existing conditions across the Borough.  Section 2 provides importan
the development of the LDF to date and how Fylde BC intends to proceed in the future. 

Consultation 

This Scoping Report is being consulted upon in accordance with the requ
12 (5) of the SEA Regulations.  It will therefore be issued to relevant organ
in Section 3.2.  Further details about consultation provisions and timescale

those documents.  For the Core Strategy, the k
include consultation with a wider group of stakeh

Pre-scoping consultation was undertaken with statutory consultation
informing them of the decision to undertake the SA and requesting fee
information, sustainability issues and potential objectives and indicato
have been incorporated into this revised report. 

Habitats Regulations Assessment  

European Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of natural hab
and fauna (the ‘Habitats Directive’) requires that any plan or programme likely to have a 
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2.1 

04 and will replace 
prises a folder of 
g authority’s policies 

for meeting the economic, environmental and social aims of the Borough where this affects the 
tary Planning 

e planning under the jurisdiction of Fylde BC.  
producing the Lancashire Minerals and Waste 
, which set out planning policy on these two topic 

areas for the county, including Fylde.  These documents will be subject to separate SA and are 

2.2 The Local Development Scheme 

mme of developing DPD  Co al Development 
g revised a ed LDS wil vailable online, but an 

ve programme for the progression o  LDDs is set out in Table 2-1 below: 

Table 2-1 velopment Documents 

osed Date for Adoption Status 

ment of Community Involve ebruary  LDD 

2 The Fylde Local Development Framework 

Background 

The LDF is required under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 20
the Fylde Local Plan (as Altered), adopted in October 2005.  The LDF com
Local Development Documents (LDDs) which will provide the local plannin

development and use of land.  LDDs comprise both DPDs and Supplemen
Documents (SPDs) for particular themes or geographic areas. 

The Fylde LDF will address all aspects of land-us
Lancashire County Council is responsible for 
LDF and the Lancashire Local Transport Plan

not therefore covered in detail in either the Fylde LDF or this SA. 

The progra s in Fylde is set out in the uncil’s Loc
Scheme.  This is currently bein nd the updat l be a
indicati f proposed

Local De

Document Title Prop

Updated State ment F   2011

Core Strategy January 2013 DPD 

Proposals Map January 2014 DPD 

Land Allocations January 2014 DPD 

Development Management Policies January 2014 DPD 

Residential Extensions Adopted November 2007 SPD 

Of these LDDs, SA will be carried out during the development of the Core Strategy, Land 
Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD. 
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3.1 

st each stage 
ve.  Table 3-1 

es where specific tasks have been 
 Scoping Report.  The table also demonstrates how each of the SA stages are 

velop

Table 3-1 Stages in the SA P

  Section of the 
w

applicab

Application to the Fylde DPDs 

3 Progress on the SA to Date 

Stages in the SA Process 

Current SA guidance4 subdivides the SA process into a series of stages.  Whil
consists of specific tasks, the intention should be that the process is iterati
presents the key stages in the SA process and indicat
addressed in this
linked to the preparation and de

rocess  

ment of the forthcoming DPDs. 

SA Stage
Report ( here 

le) 

Pre-SA Activity   

Consult statutory consultees Documented in Section Undertaken via letters to each statutory 

er 2005 and combined 

formation. 

on decision to carry

SA 

 out the 3.2 consultee in Novemb

with request for in

Stage A: Setting the context and o ine and deciding on bjectives, establishing the basel
the scope 

A1:  Identifying othe

policies, plan

r relevant 

s and 

nd 

bjectiv

Section 4 

A 

programmes a

sustainability o es  

and Appendix 

A2:  Collecting base

info

line Section 5

B rmation  

 and Appendix 

A3:  Identifying sust  Section 5 ainability

issues and problems 

A4:  Developi

Framework 

ng the 6  SA Section 

A5:  Consulting on the scop

of 

e 

the SA 

Purpose o

Report is t

feedback o

the SA.  

 to the scoping stage of 

dings of this stage are 

presented in this Scoping Report. 

The scope of the DPDs will be defined within 

specific scoping reports for each document 

that will build on this main Scoping Report. 

Consultation will occur within the mandatory 

5-week period with consultation bodies. 

f this Scoping 

o seek 

n the scope of 

Stage A corresponds

the SA and the fin

Stage B: Developing and Refining Options and Assessing Effects  

B1:  Testing the 

objectives agains

DPD 

t the SA 

Framework 

B2: Developing the DPD 

Options 

B3:  Predicting the effects of 

the DPD 

B4:  Evaluating the effects of 

the DPD 

B5:  Considering ways of 

mitigating adverse effects 

All of thes

be docume

SA Report.  

rocess is linked to the 

on of the DPDs which 

includes the development of plan options and 

the selection of the preferred options. 

The effects of DPDs are assessed against 

alternatives, including the ‘no plan’ and 

‘business as usual’ scenarios. 

There should be a considerable degree of 

interaction between the plan-making and SA 

teams during this stage in the process to 

enable potential adverse effects of the DPD 

to be avoided/minimised and potential 

e stages will 

nted in the 

Stage B of the SEA p

overall producti
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SA Stage  Section of the 
Report (where 
applicab

Application to the Fylde DPDs 

le) 

and maximising ben

effects 

eficial 

B6: Proposing measures to 

nability benefits maximised.  

Ongoing consultation will occur throughout 

this period as necessary. 

monitor the significant effects 

of implementing the DPDs 

sustai

Stage C: Prepari ity Appraisal Report  ng the Sustainabil

C1:  Preparing the S  Report will 

ment the effects of 

D and will include 

sment of the 

options considered 

developme

include a n

summary. 

The proposed submission DPD will be 

prepared ready for consultation.   

A Report The SA

docu

the DP

an asses

during the DPD’s 

nt.   It will 

on-technical 

Stage D: Consultation on the Prop nts and the SA Report osed Submission Docume

D1: Public particip

the proposed s

documen

a n on 

ubmission 

ts 

- he proposed submission 

on in accordance 

f the Town and Country 

opment) (England) 

(Amendment) Regulations 2008 (as 

nded 2009). 

tio The SA Report and t

DPD will be consulted up

with Regulation 27 o

Planning (Local Devel

ame

D2:  Appraising

changes resulti

 sign

ng fr

ificant 

om 

- 

representations 

D3:  Making decisions and - 

pt of representations, the 

eed to be updated to reflect 

comments received.  It will be essential for 

the SA Report and the DPD to remain 

consistent.  
providing information 

Following the recei

SA Report may n

Stage E: Monitoring the significant effects of implementing the DPD 

E1: Finalising aims and 

methods for monitoring 

E2: Responding to adverse 

for the SA process 

ual Monitoring 

 (AMR). 

effects  

Monitoring will 

commence once the 

DPD has been adopted. 

Monitoring undertaken 

should feed into the Ann

Report

3.2 Consultation Requirements 

Consultation is a key component of both the LDF-making and SA processes to ensure that the 
views of interested stakeholders are incorporated as appropriate in an early and effective 
manner.  As indicated in Table 3-1, consultation bodies and the public should have the 
opportunity to comment upon the SA at four separate stages of the process: 

1 On the decision to carry out an SA, which can also be combined with requests for data. 

2 On the scope and level of detail of the SA Report (the Scoping Report). 

3 Alongside the DPD at its Preferred Options stage (the SA Report) 
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ent summarising how the 
ntegrated into the DPD and the measures 

 consultees’) in England comprise: 

 (formerly the Countryside Agency and English Nature) 



sult with a wider group of stakeholders who would 
uld be influenced by the LDF.  Herein, these 

additional stakeholders are referred to as the ‘wider stakeholder group’. 

3.3 

Pre-scoping consultation was undertaken with the statutory consultees in November 2005 
seline information 

  Responses with 
untryside Agency and the 

Environment Agency (EA) which have been incorporated into the preparation of this report. 

e LDF was originally produced for Fylde BC in January 2006 (Hyder ref: 
ssued for the statutory consultation period.  Comments were 

ovements, additions and amendments from the following 

 Royal Society for the Protection of Birds 

 Campaign to Protect Rural England 

This report presents a revised and updated version of the previous Scoping Report.  The 
original comments received have been incorporated into this revised version.  Progress of the 
LDF has been delayed in the interim by the need to produce additional evidence-based studies 
ahead of its development, and the availability of resources. 

 

4 Following adoption of the Final DPD, accompanied by a statem
environmental considerations have been i
decided concerning monitoring (the Adoption Statement). 

The Consultation Bodies (defined in this report as ‘statutory

 Natural England

 English Heritage 

 Environment Agency 

However, it is considered good practice to con
have significant influence upon, or who wo

Previous SA Work Undertaken 

informing them of the decision to undertake the SA and also requesting ba
and feedback on sustainability issues, potential objectives and indicators.
regard to issues and potential objectives were received from the Co

A Scoping Report for th
001-NHR-NH50944-02) and was i
received back suggesting impr
organisations: 

 Natural England 

 Environment Agency 
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nt Plans, 
es and Policies 

4.1 

SEA Directive for this stage of the process: 

Box 2 

levance to the development of both the 

cators or 

 

reparation of the plan, for 

 Identification of any external objectives or guidance that would contribute positively to the 

ential conflicts or challenges between other 
ives and the emerging LDF 

al and local scale.  
sed in Appendix B. 

tives and Conventions and International 
d the SA.  European 

gislation in each individual Member State and, 
therefore the key themes should be ‘trickled down’ into national, regional, county and local level 
documents and strategies as appropriate.  Consequently this review merely sought to identify 
the key themes that are emerging at an international level.  Some of the key themes identified 
included:  

 Recognising the challenge of climate change and implementing appropriate action to 
mitigate and adapt to its impacts  

 The need to promote renewable energy and energy efficiency 

 Protection and enhancement of biodiversity and the natural environment, particularly sites 
of international importance e.g. SPAs and SACs 

4 Relationship with other Releva
Programm

Introduction 

Box 2 sets out the requirements of the 

Requirements of the SEA Directive  

The SEA Directive requires that the SEA covers: 

‘the relationship (of the plan or programme) with other relevant plans and programmes’ (Annex 1(a)) 

ity or national level, 

ay those objectives and any environmental 

‘the environmental protection objectives, established at international (European) Commun

which are relevant to the plan or programme…and the w

considerations have been taken into account during its preparation’ (Annex 1(a), (e))  

A review of plans, programmes and policies (PPPs) of re
LDF and the accompanying SA was undertaken.  This included: 

 Identification of any external social, environmental or economic objectives, indi
targets that should be reflected in the SA process 

 Identification of any baseline data that should be reflected in the SA

 Identification of any external factors that might influence the p
example sustainability issues 

development of the LDF 

 Determining whether there are any clear pot
identified plans, programmes or sustainability object

The review included documents prepared at international, national, region
Each document reviewed and how it may affect the SA and LDF is summari

A brief summary of key implications is presented below. 

4.2 International Plans and Programmes 

A review was undertaken of the key European Direc
agreements that could potentially influence the development of the LDF an
Directives are transposed into national le
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rce efficiency and the development of more sustainable patterns of production and 

and enhance all water resources 

e above are primarily environmental issues, although it is through more sustainable 
rds tackling some of 

entation.  However, a 
ctive - namely 

reconciling the social and economic aims of spatial development with an area’s ecological and 
nable patterns of development are achieved.  

such as this, and enables proposals 
 in place. 

4.3 

 and guidance 
s.  Of particular importance is the UK Sustainable Development Strategy which 

f life in our 
s, providing better 
 and anti-social 

elopment of the 
LDF and the SA. 

 must conform.  The 
ion in carbon dioxide 

(CO2) emissions by 2050, based on 1990 levels.  Land use planning has a vital role to play in 
s of resource and 

lopments. 

lanning Policy Guidance Notes 
ll current PPSs and 

key issues 

cts of, climate change 

ets local needs 

ban areas 

ncement of the quality and character of urban and rural 
areas 

 The need to conserve and enhance biodiversity as an integral part of economic, social 
and environmental development 

 The need to protect and enhance the historic environment in its broadest sense 

 To promote sustainable waste management 

 To promote more sustainable transport choices and improve accessibility 

 Recognising the importance of open spaces, sport, and recreation and the contribution 
that they make to enhancing quality of life 

 Resou
consumption 

 The need to protect 

 The need to improve air quality 

All of th
patterns of land use and design that real achievements can be made towa
these issues. 

No key conflicts were identified between or within the international docum
difficult issue was identified in the European Spatial Development Perspe

cultural functions to ensure that the most sustai
The SA process is designed to recognise potential issues 
to be made for policy modification and mitigation measures to be put

National Plans and Programmes 

A review was undertaken of relevant national policy documents, strategies
document
emphasises the over-arching Government objective to raise the quality o
communities by, for example,  increasing prosperity, reducing inequalitie
employment opportunities, enhancing public services and tackling crime
behaviour.  These are all key themes which must be fully considered in the dev

The review has also considered key items of legislation to which the LDF
Climate Change Act 2008 sets a legally binding target of an 80% reduct

meeting this target by reducing the need to travel and driving up standard
energy efficiency in new deve

Government planning policy is set out in a series of PPSs and P
(PPGs) covering various aspects of planning and development activity.  A
PPGs are relevant to the development of the LDF and SA, however the following 
have been highlighted across the range of guidance:  

 Ensuring that the need to adapt to, and mitigate the inevitable effe
are at the heart of spatial planning 

 The need to ensure that new housing development me

 The need to protect and enhance the vibrancy of both rural and ur

 The need for protection and enha
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sider flood risk in all development, taking into account the potential 

ve been included in the 
.  Some of the key messages from these documents are: 

urban and suburban 
areas 

dressing the protection and enhancement of biodiversity at a local 

munities by addressing inequality and barriers to 

4.4 

nal and county levels 
nt; climate change; 

tructure, equality and 
tives of these plans are 
es and guidance 
F.  However, it must 

 remit of the local 
 number of different 

s within the Borough. 

mon conflict occurring throughout 
tential environmental 

l Housing Strategy 
demand, but the 

of new housing is likely to pose a threat to aspects of the local environment 
 character, biodiversity, water quality and flood risk, and cultural heritage.  

ables the identification of potential conflicts at the plan development stage 
res. 

e to be incorporated 
ets taken from the 

ntion to revoke 

4.5 

A range of local documents have been reviewed, many of which have been produced by Fylde 
BC and detail specific aims, objectives and actions for local issues under specific topics. All of 
these documents are in some way related to sustainable development in the Borough, whether 
it be for social, economic or environmental purposes.  Consequently, the LDF, and to an extent 
the SA, should draw from these documents and transpose their aims in its policies and 
proposals.  The LDF can therefore achieve synergies with other plans by helping to deliver their 
aims and objectives.  These local plans have above all others been instrumental in the 
development of the SA framework and have been taken into account throughout this process.  
They should, in theory, have included the main influences of international, national, regional and 
county level plans through the trickle-down effect identified above, whilst highlighting issues of 
local concern.  

 The sustainable use of natural resources 

 The need to con
impacts of climate change 

Other planning and guidance documents produced at a national level ha
review

 The value of green infrastructure for delivering multiple benefits to 

 The importance of ad
level 

 A drive to create more sustainable com
social and economic integration 

Regional and County Level Plans 

A range of different plans and strategies have been produced at the regio
covering a variety of topics including: housing; economic developme
biodiversity, energy; skills and innovation; rural development; green infras
diversity; health; waste; and tourism.  All of the issues, themes and objec
relevant to future spatial development within Fylde and the policy objectiv
contained within need to be considered during the development of the LD
be noted that the overarching goals of these PPPs may be outside the
development planning process.  Furthermore, the LDF is only one of a
vehicles for trying to deliver some of the wider regional and county target

As noted in the international and national PPP review, a com
is the need to promote and develop the economy whilst managing the po
and social implications of such development.  For example, the Regiona
identifies the need for investment in new homes and communities to meet 
development 
including landscape
The SA process en
and should identify appropriate policy modifications and mitigation measu

There are a number of indicators and targets included in the PPPs that ar
into the SA framework.  It is important to note that some PPPs contain targ
North-West Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS), and were published prior to the inte
the RSS was known. 

Local Policy 
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Some of the key themes identified through the plans analysis include: 

t 

 and rural communities 

evelop local culture 

eets the needs of affordability, the elderly 

rivate sector housing 

ugh reducing crime and fear of crime 

Protecting and enhancing the built and natural environments 

r sustainable tourism in the 

 varied objectives, 
mework provided by the international, national, regional and county 

level plans and policies referred to in previous sections.  A key objective of sustainable 
pment, social justice 

ments of both 
 improved quality of life for the 

Borough’s residents, is likely to pay wider dividends by making the area more attractive to 
investors and visitors in the long-term. 

The SA process has a role to play in identifying the likely consequences of the LDF’s policies 
and priorities.  It will act as a decision aiding tool in order to establish the relative merits of policy 
priorities and hence will allow the most sustainable options to be taken forward.  
Recommendations can also be made for mitigation of any adverse consequences. 

 

 The need to diversify the economic base and attract new investmen

 Rural regeneration and the creation of strong links between urban

 The need to improve access to leisure and sports facilities and to d
and the arts 

 Developing a diverse housing market which m
and specialist supported housing 

 Tackling homelessness and reforming p

 Promoting safer communities thro

 Promoting healthier communities and social well-being 

 

 Increasing access to learning for everyone 

 Defining the image and identity of Fylde to set the direction fo
future 

The challenge for the Borough lies in attempting to meet these wide and
whilst working within the fra

development is to reconcile the apparent conflict between economic develo
and environmental quality.  A commitment to creating high quality places, with ele
the natural and built environment being used to contribute to an
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tainability 

5.1 

rements for this element of the process. 

Box 3 

nd context is an important 
e framework for the SA.  It involves the following elements: 

 the current state of the environment of the Borough including social and 

Using this information to identify existing problems and opportunities which could be 

5.2

ne was characterised through the following 

nd programmes 

d from the PAS’s 
s and the data 

ouncil officers in December 2005 

pportunities in the Borough. 

aseline trends is presented below, along with an identification of the key 
sustainability issues and opportunities relevant to each baseline category.  A comprehensive 
baseline database, including national and regional comparators and data referencing is 
presented in Appendix B.  In accordance with best practice guidance, gaps in or uncertainties 
with the available data have been noted.  

The baseline indicators and summaries below have been divided into baseline topics for ease of 
presentation.  Each of the baseline topics identified in the SEA Directive have been represented 
in some form.  Note that some baseline indicators are contextual indicators and do not 
necessarily form part of the SA Framework identified in Section 6.  The topics are:  

 Biodiversity, flora and fauna 

5 Baseline Information and Key Sus
Issues 

Introduction 

Box 3 defines the SEA Directive requi

SEA Directive Requirements 

The SEA Directive requires that the SEA covers: 

of without its 

 programme’ and, ‘the environmental characteristics of the areas likely to be 

significantly affected’ (Annex 1(b), (c)) 

ng, in particular, those 

reas designated pursuant to Directives 

‘relevant aspects of the current state of the environment and the likely evolution there

implementation of the plan or

‘any existing environmental problems which are relevant to the plan or programme includi

relating to any areas of a particular environmental importance, such as a

79/409/EEC and 92/43/EEC’ (Annex 1 (c)) 

Characterising the environmental and sustainability baseline, issues a
activity in defining th

 Characterising
economic aspects 

 
considered in the LDF 

 Methodology 

The environmental, social and economic baseli
methods: 

 Review of relevant local, regional and national plans, strategies a

 Data research based around a series of baseline indicators develope
guidance, previous consultation recommendations from similar SA
available for the Borough 

 A workshop held with c

 Responses received to the original scoping report 

This also enabled the identification of sustainability issues and o

A brief overview of the b
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 quality 

 heritage 

e 

 Transportation 

he SA/SEA.  Material 
lude valuable 

ousing stock, schools, hospitals and quality 
h’s world renowned golf courses.  

e following baseline sections, 
y will not be repeated as a separate topic: 

mental and Sustainability Issues and 

5.3

roportion of elderly people.  This has particular implications for housing, health and 

 Declining numbers of children and young people also has implications for service 
 

 Recent population rise due to in-migration has implications for housing provision and 

e maintained in 
order for essential services such as primary schools to survive. 

e maintained. 

an Health 

ements would 
benefit the economy and would enhance overall quality of life in the Borough. 

 Reducing the proportion of residents with a long-term limiting illness would have 
economic benefits. 

 There are opportunities to promote and facilitate healthy and active lifestyle choices, such 
as walking and cycling. 

5.3.4 Water 

 River water quality is generally moderate across the Borough and improvement measures 
should be encouraged. 

 Soil and land

 Cultural

 Landscap

 Housing 

 Economy 

The SEA Directive also requires, ‘material assets’ to be considered within t
assets refer to the stock of valuable assets within a study area and can inc
landscapes, natural and cultural heritage, h
agricultural land as well as leisure facilities such as the Boroug
It is considered that material assets are appropriately covered in th
and consequentl

5.3 Environ
Opportunities 

.1 Population 

 High p
service provision. 

provision for this age group.

prices. 

 Whilst urban dwelling can be more sustainable, rural populations should b

5.3.2 Education and Qualifications 

 High levels of educational attainment and aspiration should b

 Gap between skills and aspiration and availability of skilled jobs can lead to loss of young 
local skilled professionals and high levels of commuter outflow. 

5.3.3 Hum

 Levels of health are comparable to national averages.  Health improv
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as at risk of flooding. Where 
laced at an 

should be encouraged 
noff and further reduce flood 

es protection. 

ly meet the guideline 
ds under the Bathing Water Directive. This has implications for tourism. 

easures should be encouraged within both new and existing 

5.3.5 

s a need to maintain levels of re-use of brownfield land in preference to greenfield 
lthough it is recognised that stocks of brownfield land in Fylde are limited.  This 

 sites can be more bio-

ould be made to 
ns further through current Local Authority controls and traffic reduction 

 There may be opportunities to reduce car use by reducing travel distances between 

ave air quality implications for the 

5.3.7 

rms of 
 be important to 

s. 

nge 
r residents.  Flooding as a constraint should be given serious 

  The causes of localised flooding and the 
o be given serious consideration. 

sign principles. 

t of renewable energy.  This includes potential 
for on and offshore wind energy.  Due consideration must be given to biodiversity, 
landscape and heritage resources when siting renewable energy infrastructure. 

 Reducing levels of road transport and encouraging more sustainable modes of travel 
would succeed in reducing emissions. 

5.3.8 Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna 

 The high quality environment of the Borough requires protection.  There may be potential 
threats from increased tourism, particularly along the coast. 

 Sand extraction activities should continue to be monitored. 

 Inappropriate development should be directed away from are
there are no alternative sites available, development should not be p
unacceptable risk or increase risk elsewhere.  New developments 
to use sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) to manage ru
risk. 

 The Borough partly overlies a strategic aquifer which requir

 Bathing water quality could be improved to more consistent
standar

 Water efficiency m
developments. 

Soil and Land Quality 

 There i
sites, a
should be considered on a site-by-site basis as many brownfield
diverse than greenfield if left to re-colonise for long enough. 

5.3.6 Air Quality 

 No major air quality issues have been identified, although efforts sh
reduce emissio
objectives. 

homes and places of work through appropriate siting policies. 

 Expansion of Blackpool International Airport may h
wider surrounding area. 

Climatic Factors and Energy 

 The LDF should promote energy efficiency and a shift towards low-carbon fo
energy in order to reduce the carbon footprint of the Borough.  It will
identify the major consumers of energy in order to drive reduction

 Flooding and flooding potential are important issues that are illustrative of climate cha
and have severe effects fo
consideration in the development of the LDF.
means to reduce it should als

 New developments should be encouraged to include sustainable de

 There are opportunities for the developmen
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f protection. 

he LDF should make a positive contribution to achieving Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) 

 nity to promote green infrastructure networks across the Borough to 
ectivity and help prevent fragmentation. 

3

 protection.  Risks to 
ed planning policies 

 full account of the importance of historic sites. 

that the wider historic 
ape is protected and that non –designated heritage and archaeological resources 
nsidered. 

 heritage resource. 

5.3

 the environmental 
d to the agricultural 

r inland.  The landscape is a characteristic of the 
important that it is preserved and enhanced for marketing the area’s 

image as a place to live and visit and for contributing to the quality of life of its residents. 

h’s landscape, 
caping at the local level to 

5.3.11 

ontains two major strategic landfill sites.  The transport and environmental 
s of these must be managed carefully. 

ental issues associated with sand extraction at St. Anne’s are 

composting.  Opportunities 

d be promoted for all new 

5.3.12 Transportation 

 There is a high level of car dependency, which is partly due to the geography of Borough.  
Car ownership levels are high and a low proportion of commuters use public transport.  
This has implications for air quality, congestion and climate change.  Measures to 
encourage modal shift away from the private car, including walking and cycling, should be 
promoted. 

 Congestion at the M55 / M6 junction is related to commuting and tourist traffic. 

 New roads are proposed to improve access to the M55 from both the north and south.  
Any new road construction proposals must be fully assessed for potential sustainability 
impacts. 

 Internationally designated sites must be afforded the highest level o

 T
targets. 

 There is an opportu
improve habitat conn

5. .9 Cultural Heritage 

 The distinctive cultural heritage resource of the Borough requires
heritage can be reduced by good land management, and by inform
that take

 In addition to preserving statutory sites it is important to ensure 
landsc
are co

 There are opportunities for enhancing the tourism potential of the

.10 Landscape 

 The Borough has a distinctive landscape which is closely linked to
designations along the coast, the area’s historical development an
practices that are undertaken furthe
Borough and it is 

 In addition to considering the wider strategic preservation of the Boroug
opportunities should be sought to enhance design and lands
improve the quality of the local environment. 

Minerals and Waste 

 Fylde c
implication

 Potential environm
monitored regularly. 

 Fylde appears to be performing well in terms of recycling and 
should be sought to further enhance performance. 

 Sustainable sourcing and waste management principles shoul
developments. 
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ove the quality, frequency and connectivity of rail services, 

ttempts of rural 
partnerships to improve rural bus services have been largely unsuccessful.  There is an 

uilt with access to bus 

asily accessed by 

 and should be 
ted, whilst ensuring that associated environmental impacts are fully considered. 

 use of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) should be promoted to 
ease the competitiveness of local businesses and to help facilitate a reduction in the 

5.3.13 Economy 

n of 
 a small number of 

obs to attract and retain the 

 a place to set up new 
sses. 

 Employment in farming is under threat. 

s. 

 should be taken to develop the tourism industry by capitalising on existing 
nvironmental impacts. 

5.3

ial behaviour and drug 
an areas.  Low crime levels 

 be maintained. 

privation as a whole is low, although there are pockets in particular wards, most 
tably the more central urban wards that require attention.  The wards of Ashton, 

 Areas (LSOAs) in 

ces and amenities in rural areas. 

 There may be scope in the future to more actively involve local communities in decision 
making, which in the long-term could help to contribute towards more sustainable 
communities. 

5.3.15 Housing 

 There is a high demand for housing, related to an increase in population and in-migration. 

 Despite the recent slowdown, average house prices are high leading to affordability 
problems, particularly for local employees in lower income jobs. 

 There is a need to impr
especially on the South Fylde line. 

 There is relatively poor public transport provision in rural areas.  A

opportunity to maintain the proportion of new dwellings being b
stops. 

 It will be important to ensure that new employment sites can be e
sustainable modes of transport. 

 Blackpool International Airport is a major development growth area
suppor

 The
incr
need to travel. 

 There is a need to diversify the employment base to ensure long-term protectio
employment and economic strength and to reduce dependence on
major employers. 

 The Borough should seek to provide more highly skilled j
higher skilled resident population and retain students. 

 Opportunities should be taken to market the Borough’s image as
busine

 Levels of out-commuting are high and Fylde is a net exporter of employee

 Opportunities
assets, although this must be sustainable and avoid adverse e

.14 Deprivation 

 Crime rates are low, although areas such as fear of crime, anti-soc
and alcohol related crime are still problems, particularly in urb
should

 De
no
Central and Kilnhouse in St. Anne’s have Lower Level Super Output
the bottom 30% nationally for certain measures of deprivation. 

 There is a need to improve access to basic servi
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rly in Lytham and St Anne’s, 
 brownfield development targets is recognised. 

gional average, but greater 

ort and basic 

sign principles in the development of new housing should 
e standards to be achieved against the Code for 

Sustainable Homes. 

5.4 

issues means that they relate 
closely to neighbouring authorities.  For example, housing provision and prices, employment 

 flows of people 
ecognise Local Authority 
of these key 

 M55 Hub development, 
ld consist of up to 
n, located close to 

c 
using, regeneration and 

osal is dependent 
 will need to consider the 

ion, of the M55 Hub 
en no indication of whether the M55 Hub will be considered as 

ut at present is not 
ol are designed to 

here are relationships 
g market area, 

benefit from holiday-

is a key economic 
ence across 
eeded in raising 

ich this growth can be sustained requires further 
time to assess, especially given the current economic climate.  The loss of a key airline 
reduced passenger numbers in 2009.  Further expansion is strongly opposed by local 
residents’ groups and would potentially give rise to a range of sustainability issues 
including loss of open space; an increase in vehicle traffic and the need for parking, noise 
and air pollution.  However, optimising the benefits of the airport is important for economic 
growth. 

 It will be important for the Fylde LDF to consider development within other authorities in 
the sub-region and its impact on infrastructure.  Co-operative working with sub-regional 
partners will be essential to overcome any constraints, particularly in light of the intension 
to revoke the North-West RSS as a guiding document.   

 There is a need for more affordable family housing, particula
although a potential conflict with

 There is also a need for more social housing. 

 The proportion of vacant dwellings in Fylde is lower than the re
than the average for England. 

 New housing should be developed within easy access of public transp
goods, services, amenities and greenspace. 

 The promotion of sustainable de
be encouraged.  This could includ

Transboundary Issues 

For many authorities, the geographical scale of particular baseline 

migration and commuting, service provision and education can all result in
across Local Authority boundaries and infrastructure providers do not r
boundaries.  In order to help to characterise the baseline further, some 
‘transboundary’ issues have been described below: 

 The most significant transboundary issue concerns the proposed
which is supported by Blackpool BC in its Core Strategy.  This wou
5,000 new homes with additional infrastructure and service provisio
junction 4 of the M55 on the Blackpool / Fylde boundary.  It is a key strategi
development for Blackpool and is proposed to meet a range of ho
economic development needs.  However, the full extent of the prop
upon planning policies within the Fylde LDF.  The Fylde LDF
potential benefits and costs to Fylde itself, as well as to the sub-reg
project.  Fylde BC has giv
an option at the Core Strategy options stage. 

 Blackpool is the sub-regional centre for the wider Fylde Coast, b
fulfilling its potential in this role.  Regeneration initiatives in Blackpo
address a range of social, economic and environmental issues.  T
between Fylde and Blackpool, in terms of the sub regional housin
employment and tourism.  For example, Fylde and Blackpool jointly 
makers visiting the adjoining resort.   

 Blackpool International Airport, which is located in Fylde Borough, 
resource for the whole of the Fylde sub-region and extends its influ
Lancashire and Cumbria.  Recent expansion at the airport has succ
passenger numbers but the extent to wh
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ys in Wyre is a major 
ng the Fylde sub-region.  This is likely to have employment implications for 

t sites in Blackpool is 

osal is an issue for the whole of the Fylde area with Wyre and Fylde 
containing the main landfill sites serving a wide catchment including Blackpool, South 
Ribble and Preston. 

 The Bourne Hill employment site development at Thornton-Clevele
project servi
Blackpool and Fylde. 

 HGV traffic accessing the port of Fleetwood and employmen
considered to be an issue in rural areas of Wyre and Fylde. 

 Waste disp
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6.1 

s a series of 
ues) that are used to 

Directive does not require the 
ing the assessment and 

g. 

hough there may be 
e LDF’s options and 

 Objectives, a series of indicators were developed, supported 
lated to support each of the 
rmance across the Borough 

ention needed.  The following section provides further details 
about the development of the SA Framework. 

6.2 stions, 

vant plans, 
d the key issues and 

ived during the 
en included where 

ve is accompanied by a number of guide questions which expand the 
level of detail and identify particular themes within the overarching objective topic. 

d targets that will be 
dicators selected link 

gh, as an understanding of 
isting conditions is needed to inform the assessment.  Each of the Sustainability 

Objectives is supported by a series of sub-objectives to add further clarity and to assist the 
assessment process. 

The targets included in Table 6-1 will need to be reviewed throughout the SA process to take 
account of changes to the policy framework or baseline conditions.  Where possible, existing 
monitoring arrangements will be used to assess the success of DPDs within the LDF in meeting 
the Sustainability Objectives.  Indicators and targets used in the Fylde AMR are used, but 
supplemented and updated where necessary with other monitoring indicators deemed 
appropriate. 

 

6 The SA Framework 

Introduction 

The SA Framework underpins the assessment methodology and comprise
Sustainability Objectives (covering social, economic and environmental iss
test the performance of the plan being assessed.  Whilst the SEA 
use of Sustainability Objectives, they are a recognised tool for undertak
are aspirations/goals that an authority/organisation should work towards achievin

The Sustainability Objectives are separate from the DPD Objectives, alt
some overlaps between them.  To help measure the performance of th
policies against the Sustainability
by relevant targets where available.  Baseline data has been col
indicators, as this provides a means of determining current perfo
and gauging the level of interv

Development of Objectives, Guide Que
Indicators and Targets 

The Sustainability Objectives were developed using the review of other rele
programmes and environmental objectives, the baseline data an
opportunities, as described in Sections 4 and 5.  Additional input was rece
scoping workshop held with council officers in December 2005 and has be
still relevant. 

Each Sustainability Objecti

Table 6-1 presents the proposed objectives, guide questions, indicators an
used in the assessment of DPDs and their options.  Where possible, the in
to those used to describe the baseline conditions across the Borou
the ex
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tions 
Indicators Targe s (time constrained where ) Source 

disorder and fear

Sustainability Objective and 
Ques

Guide t indicated

1. Reduce crime,  of crime 

Reduce levels of crime 

ehaviour

ug misuse 

Encourage security by design 

males/females feeling 'fairl y' 

fter dark 

e deprivat

Alcohol seizures from underage youths i

Number of people accessing drug treatm

8 levels by 2013 

Achieve 70% of residents feeli t at night 

ial behaviour as a 

reducing fear of crime, 

ll target should be to reduce fear of crime.

nile nuisance and associated 

 level crime 

 reduction in the 

number of people killed or seriously injured in road 

accidents 

l da aseline 

Community Safety 

Plan 

Corporate Plan 

Reduce the fear of crime 

Reduce levels of anti-social b  unsafe' about a

Reduce alcohol and dr

Crime levels per 1,000 population 

Percentage of y' or 'ver

Reduce incidence of all crime on

Reports of juvenile nuisance 

Number and distribution of wards with LSOAs in the 

Reduce the perception of anti soc

problem to below 11.3% by 2013 

bottom 30% nationally for crim ion 

n public places 

No specific targets developed for 

although overa

ent  Reduced complaints of juve

antisocial behaviour and low

 200

ng safe when ou

by 2013 

Contribute to national targets for a

A reduction of 10% in crimina

set in 2003/04  

mage, from the b

2. Improve levels of educational attainment and encourage lifelong learning 

Increase levels of participation and 

embe

Improve the provision of education an

training facilities. 

Improve access to and involvement in 

lifelong learning opportunities. 

stablishments 

l authority 

schools achieving 5 or more GCSEs at Grades A* - C or 

wards with LSOAs in the 

ls and training 

deprivation 

Percentage of people aged 16-74 achieving National 

Vocational Qualification (NVQ) level 4/5 

Percentage of people aged 16-74 with no qualifications 

To improve GCSE level performance above current 

levels 

Increase working age people qualified to NVQ level 4 to 

32% by 2013 

Regional Economic 

Strategy 

Corporate Plan 

attainment in education for all m

society. 

rs of 

Location and number of educational e

Percentage of 15 year old pupils in loca

d equivalent 

Number and distribution of 

bottom 30% nationally for education, skil
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Sustainability Objective and Guide 
Questions 

Indicators Targets (time constrained where indicated) Source 

3. Improve physical and mental health for all and reduce health inequalities 

Reduce health inequalities amongst d

e access to health and social c

Encourage the development of strong

cohesive communities 

ith L

bottom 30% nationally for health depriva

Percentage of people who consider them

f working-age population with a long-term 

e appointment to 

) within 2 working days 

Percentage of people participating in regular sports or 

exercise  

women aged 15 

ber of wards with 

To increase resident population d health year on 

To increase life expectancy year on year  

Audit Commission 

North West Plan for 

Sport and Physical 

Activity 

Corporate Plan 

ifferent Number and distribution of wards w

groups in the community 

Improv are disability  

services 

Promote healthy lifestyles 

 and Percentage o

SOAs in the Reduce num

tion and health and disability deprivation 

selves to be in year by 1%  

good health 

limiting illness 

Life expectancy at birth 

Standardised mortality ratios 

% of patients able to be offered a routin

see a general Practitioner (GP

Conceptions per 1,000 – 17 

LSOAs in bottom 30% for 

with goo

4. Ensure that housing provision meets all needs 

Ensure that there is sufficient housing

meet identified needs in all areas 

 to Dwelling stock by ty

Ensure that housing meets acceptab

standards 

Increase the availability of affordable 

pe and tenure 

ices 

Percentage of vacant dwellings 

Number and location of wards with LSOAs in the bottom 

30% nationally for Living Environment Deprivation 

Number of households presented as homeless  

nd f

Deliver 667 new housing units per annum 

Provide more than 175 affordable dwellings by 2013 

Decrease the number of unfit dwellings 

Fylde Housing Needs 

and Demand Study 

Fylde Annual 

Monitoring Report  

Corporate Plan 

le Affordability ratio 

housing  
Affordable housing completions 

Average house pr

Percentage of unfit dwellings 

Maintain a 5-year supply of la or housing 

development 
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Sustainability Objective and Guide 
Questions 

Indicators Targets (time constrained where indicated) Source 

5. Protect and enhance community spirit and cohesion 

Develop opportunities for community 

Improve relations between all social groups  

 that fo

 that com

activities have got better or stayed the s

r this Objective.  It may 

on of local 

people and stakeholders with their ability to influence 

decision-making. 

 

involvement 

Percentage of residents who think

area, over the past three years,

r their local 

munity 

ame. 

There are no particular targets fo

be appropriate to set a target for the satisfacti

6. Improve sustainable access to basic goods, services and amenities for all groups 

Ensure that public transport service

people’s needs 

Ensure that highways 

s 

infrastructure m

el 

vat

nd facilities, including in rur

Improve access to open space  

Improve access to good quality rights

network 

i

walking; rural - driving) of a

has 

tion of rural households at set distances from key 

th access to regular 

es (e.g. 

ums) and sport / leisure facilities 

of key services 

ge of new dwellings built within 400m of a bus 

ailway station 

ution of wards with LSOAs in the 

 to hou

privation 

Length of Public Rights of Way 

Increasing the percentage of are e that 

es by pu nsport of at least 

l facilities. 

An increase in capacity/quality and availability of pitch 

provision to meet an additional 0.74 hectares per 1,000 

population 

Ambition Lancashire 

Open Space, Sport 

and Recreation 

Study 

meet 

eets 

Journey to work by mode 

Public transport usage 

% of the population that are within 20 m

time (urban - people’s needs (including walking and 

cycling routes) 

Promote the use of sustainable trav modes 

different sports facility types, at least on

and reduce dependence on the pri

Improve access to cultural and recrea

e car 

achieved a quality mark. 

Propor

tional services 

Proportion of rural households wifacilities 

Maintain and improve access to essential 

services a al areas % of residents satisfied with cultural faciliti

cinemas, muse

 of way Percentage of population within 1km 

Percenta

nutes travel 

 range of 3 

e of which 

four key services 

Increased use of leisure and cultura

rural bus service 

stop or 800m of a r

Number and distrib

bottom 30% nationally for barriers sing and 

services de

as in Lancashir

blic traare within 15 to 30 minut

7. Encourage sustainable economic growth and business development 

Diversify the employment opportunities 

Increase employment opportunities 

Location of key industries and major employers 

Economic activity rate 

Increase in GVA 

Increase new business registrations by 1.8% on 2008 

Northern Way 

Corporate Plan 
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Sustainability Objective and Guide 
Questions 

Indicators Targets (time constrained where indicated) Source 

ation 

ment land 

Encourage sustainable farm diversific

tor and broad socio-

al area over the 

years that job prospects have got better or 

) registrations 

capita for key sectors 

bers and tourist revenue data 

ses assisted through 

diversification support 

 

Achieve 95% satisfaction with Fylde as a place to visit by 

2013 

Encourage economic growth 

Encourage new business form

Improve access to employ

Encourage sustainable tourism 

ation 
Number of Value-Added Tax (VAT

Employment by sec economic group levels by 2013 

Availability of employment land 

% of residents who think that for their loc

past three 

stayed the same 

Gross Value Added (GVA) per 

Visitor num

Number of farm busines

Number of organic farms registered 

8. Promote economic inclusion 

Reduce levels of unemployment in ar

most at need 

Improve accessibility to employment 

opportunities for those most at need  

aiming job-

wance 

s with LSOAs in bottom 30% nationally 

for income deprivation 

ttom 3

Reduce the 2008 level of working age people claiming 

out of work benefits to 8.5% by 2013 

Corporate Plan eas Percentage of working age population cl

seekers’ allo

Economic activity rate 

Number of ward

Number of wards with LSOAs in bo

for employment deprivation 

0% nationally 

9. Deliver urban renaissance 

Improve the vitality and vibran

centres 

cy of to

n areas by 

sustainable means 

Promote adjacency of employment, 

recreation and residential areas in urban 

areas 

Support the preservation and / or 

 r

measure of town centre vitality and viability) 

Contextual indicators 

Results of townscape assessments 

Number, location, size and character of Conservation 

Areas. 

e set within the LDF 

Reduce proportion of unclean streets to <6% when 

sampled by 2013 

Achieve >75% satisfaction with shopping facilities 

Improvement required to retail offer within St. Anne’s 

World Class Places 

Corporate Plan 

Fylde Coast Retail 

Study 

wn Peak Zone A rental data £/m2 (Zone A

Improve access within urba

ental is a Quality of place ambitions to b
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Sustainability Objective and Guide 
Questions 

Indicators Targets (time constrained where indicated) Source 

ent of a high quality built 

nhance townscape character 

lti-functional 

developm

environment 

Protect and e

and quality 

Promote the development of mu

green infrastructure in urban areas 

Enhance the reputation of urban areas as 

places to live, work and visit 

10. Protect and enhance biodiversity and geodiversity 

Protect and enhance designated site

 and enhance wildlife especial

bitats and wil

corridors 

Provide opportunities for people to access 

ea. 

Condition of Sites of Special Scientific Int

er of designated sites in land mana

tats 

ixed woodland 

Access to green space 

ignated sites 

 to be i or 

ng’ statu

d

Meet Accessible Natural Gree ards 

No net loss of designated sites 

Contribute positively toward

targets 

EU Habitats and Wild 

Birds Directives 

Biodiversity Duty 

Biodiversity Strategy 

for England 

Natural England 

Lancashire 

Environment 

Strategy  

Lancashire BAP 

Keep Britain Tidy 

s of Number of designated sites and ar

nature and geological conservation 

importance 

Protect ly rare schemes 
and endangered species 

Protect and enhance ha dlife 
All BAP species 

wildlife and open green spaces Area and connectivity of wildlife corridors 

 

erest (SSSIs) 

Achievement of favourable co

European-des

Numb gement naged SSSIs

‘Unfavourable - recoveri

All BAP habi

Broad-leaved and m

Number of ‘Green Flag’ awards 

nservation status for all 

Fylde BC-ma n ‘Favourable’ 

s 

Reverse decline in farmland bir s 

nspace Stand

s the achievement of BAP 

11. Protect and enhance landscape and townscape character and quality, and protect tranquillity 

Protect and enhance character and quality Co

Minimise noise pollution 

Minimise light pollution 

Promote sensitive design in development 

ntextual information based upon landscape and 

townscape character assessments 

Increase the area of woodland by 10% by 2010 Lancashire 

Environment 

Strategy  

12. Protect and enhance the cultural heritage resource 

Protect and enhance historic buildings and Number, distribution and quality of Scheduled Ancient 

Monuments (SAMs),  Listed buildings, Conservation 

No net loss of heritage assets, networks or settings by Ambition Lancashire 
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Sustainability Objective and Guide 
Questions 

Indicators Targets (time constrained where indicated) Source 

storic 

landscape/townscape value 

n

centage of Listed buildings on English Heritage ‘at 

formation based on landscape and 

No Grade I or II* buildings to be lost 

Lancashire 

Environment 

Strategy 

archaeological sites 

Protect and enhance hi

Areas and Registered Parks and Garde

Per

s 2016 

risk’ register 

Historic landscape characterisation 

Contextual in

townscape assessments 

13. Protect and enhance the quality of water features and resources, and reduce the risk of flooding 

Encourage sustainable use of wat

resources 

er 

rf

quality 

manage flooding 

le Drain

ality  of the B

ater bodies 

e

ng 

Number of planning applications permitt

EA advice on flooding 

mical 

y for all surface waters by 

ical status  

of all groundwaters by 2015 

 to 130l per person per day 

by 2030 

To achieve compliance with Bathing Directive Guideline 

Standard at all monitoring points 

EU Water 

Framework Directive 

Water Strategy for 

England 

EU Bathing Water 

Directive 

Protect and enhance ground and su ace Compliance with Bathing Water Directiv

Areas at risk of floodiwater quality 

Protect and enhance coastal water 

Reduce and 

Encourage the inclusion of flood mitigation 

measures, such as Sustainab

Systems (SuDS) 

age 

Chemical and ecological qu orough’s rivers Achievement of Good Current Ec

Qualitand groundw

 Achievement of Good Quantitativ

ed contrary to Water consumption to reduce

ological and Che

2015 

e and Chem

14. Limit and adapt to the impacts of climate change 

Reduce greenhouse gas emission

Red

s 

uce the demand for energy and i

energy efficiency 

Increase the use of renewable energ

Reduce CO2 emissions from the transport 

sector 

 

rage gas and electricity cons

commercial / industrial sec

of energy from renewable so

Number and location of applications for r

energy developments 

Journey to work by mode 

Public transport usage 

rgy ef nd micro-

generation 

itted contrary to EA advice 

on flooding 

low 2005 

2 low 1990 levels by 

2010 

A 10% improvement in energy efficiency in the business 

sector by 2010 based on 2000 levels 

10% of Lancashire’s energy use to come from renewable 

energy sources by 2010 

UK Low Carbon 

Transition Plan 

Lancashire 

Environment 

Strategy 

Corporate Plan 

ncrease 

2

Annual ave

y Percentage 

Total CO  emissions per year 

umption in the 

Promotion of domestic ene

domestic and tors 

urces 

No planning applications perm

enewable Reduce per capita CO2 emissions to be

baseline by 2013 

ficiency a

Cut domestic CO levels by 20% be
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Sustainability Objective and Guide 
Questions 

Indicators Targets (time constrained where indicated) Source 

15. Protect and improve air quality 

Protect and improve local air quality anagement Area

Results of local air quality monitoring 

ational Air Qua s 

No increase in the number of AQMAs 

Air Quality Strategy 

for England 

Number of Air Quality M s (AQMAs) Achievement of n lity Standard

16. Ensure the sustainable use of natural resources 

Reduce the demand for raw materials

c

terials in construction 

nd va

st 

quality 

cycling an

  

ondary Promote the use of recycled and se

ma

Reduce the amount of derelict a

land 

cant 

Ensure that contaminated land will be 

guarded again

Encourage development of brownfield

where appropriate 

 land 

Maintain and enhance soil 

Increase the proportion of waste re d 

re-use 

Reduce the production of waste 

Reduce the proportion of waste landfilled 

e

d aggreg nd totals 

ese aggregates as a percentage of 

ct, vacant and 

ield sites 

e collected per head 

Percentage of household waste recycled and composted 

Percentage of household waste landfilled 

 develo ield land 

 

Zero growth in the generation of  

rcial a l wastes by 

 all 

increasing to 61% by 2020 

Recover 81% of all waste by 2015 and 88% by 2020 

Ambition Lancashire 

Regional Waste 

Strategy 

Lancashire Municipal 

Waste Strategy 

Lancashire 

Environment Strategy 

Corporate Plan 

Quantity of secondary and recycled mat

construction 

rials used in 70% of new housing to be

(National target of 60% in 

Sales of secondary and recycle

of th

ates a

PPS3)

all aggregates Recycle 55% of all comme

2020 Percentage of land stock dereli

contaminated  

Percentage of new homes built on brownf

Amount of household wast

ped on brownf

waste streams 

nd industria

Recycle and compost 56% of waste by 2015, 
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6.3 Internal Consistency of Objectives 

nalising the Sustainability Objectives, they were tested against each other to identify any 
potential areas of incompatibility.  The results are presented in the compatibility matrix in 

ion of new development, 
and those related to 
ment has the potential 

easing the intensity of resource and 
cant sites and 

may inhibit attempts 

Rather, the conflicts arising during the assessment of particular policies within the LDF can be 
lementation of mitigation measures.  For example, potential 

conflicts between the need for new housing and impacts on flood risk can be avoided by 
s are avoided, that EA advice is sought where appropriate and 

that SuDS are incorporated into surface water management. 

6.4 

6.4.1

re assessed and, therefore a series of 
ent will be 

n such that this 
select the preferred 

his assessment that 

6.4.2 Assessment of Development Plan Documents  

t to SA.  The SA report will go out for 
ge.  This will enable 

cies and to see suggestions for 
gnificant changes 

paration) 
7 (Publication) 

The intention will be to ensure that the process is iterative with regular feedback occurring 
between the plan-makers and the SA team as options are developed. 

In line with the SEA Directive requirements, the following dimensions will be covered in the 
assessment. This will enable significant effects to be identified: 

 Impact – whether the impact will be positive, negative or neutral when assessed against 
the Sustainability Objectives.  

 Temporal scale – whether the impact will occur in the short-term (within 5 years), the 
medium term (5 – 10 years) or the long-term (10 years +). 

After fi

Appendix C. 

Incompatibilities essentially occur from a conflict between the promot
particularly by Objectives 4 (Housing) and 6 (Economic Development), 
protection of the environment (Objectives 9-15).  Unsustainable develop
to adversely affect aspects of the environment by incr
energy consumption, affecting scenic, tranquil, biodiverse or historically-signifi
creating emissions to air, land and water.  Additionally, new construction 
across the Borough to limit carbon emissions from a range of sectors. 

Incompatibility between Sustainability Objectives does not require that they are re-written.  

avoided through the design and imp

requiring that high flood risk zone

The Appraisal Process 

 Assessment of Alternatives  

It is a requirement of the SEA Directive that alternatives a
DPD Options will be assessed using the SA Framework.  The purpose of the assessm
to determine the sustainability strengths and weaknesses of each optio
information can be used by the plan-makers to inform their decision to 
spatial option for each DPD.  It is proposed that a matrix will be used for t
enables the options to be easily compared. 

As options emerge for each DPD, they will be subjec
consultation as part of the Regulation 25 (Preparation) consultation sta
consultees to compare the relative sustainability options/poli
mitigation which have come out of the SA process.  If there are any further si
following consultation, the SA will be put out again as part of Regulation 25 (Pre
consultation stage.  The final SA will be published as part of the Regulation 2
stage. 
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 Spatial scale – where the impacts will occur within the Borough.  Any transboundary 
 considered. 

e level of uncertainty in the prediction will be classified as low, 

Where negative impacts are identified, measures will be proposed to offset, avoid or otherwise 
mitigate for the impact.  In addition, measures which may further enhance benefits will also be 
identified as appropriate. 

 

effects outside of the study area would also be

 Permanency – whether effects will be permanent or temporary. 

 Level of uncertainty – th
medium or high. 

 Cumulative and synergistic effects 
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 Report 
The SEA Directive  and the latest SA guidance from PAS   set out the minimum requirements 

ocument the entire SA process. 

ented in Box 4. 

Box 4 A Directive for contents of the SA Report 

ogramme, and of its relationship with other 

  
ould be co y and is likely to be tailored to meet the requirements 

cific DPD bein

Table 7-1 ble of c

Section of SA R

Non Technical Sum rocess and SA Report in plain English (a legislative 

7 The Content of the SA
1 4

for the content of the SA Report, which should d

The requirements of the SEA Directive are pres

Requirements of the SE

 An outline of the contents and main objectives of the plan or pr
relevant plans and programmes. 

 The relevant aspects of the current state of the environment and likely evolution t
implementation of the plan or programme. 

hereof without 

evant to the plan or programme including, in particular, 
as designated pursuant to 
ctive. 

ity of Member State level, 
lan or programme and the way those objectives and any environmental 

g-term effects, permanent 
synergistic effects, on 

issues such as – biodiversity, population, human health, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors, 
hitectural and archaeological heritage, landscape and the 

 The measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and as fully as possible offset any significant adverse effects 

 how the assessment 
g any difficulties encountered in compiling the required information. 

 A description of the measures envisaged concerning monitoring. 

 A non-technical summary of the information provided in the Environmental Report, as described above. 

d stru  SA Reports to be prepared for each DPD is provided in Table 7-1.

 The environmental characteristics of areas likely to be significantly affected. 

 Any existing environmental problems which are rel
those relating to any areas of a particular environmental importance, such as are
Council Directive 79/409/EEC on the conservation of wild birds and Habitats Dire

 The environmental protection objectives, established at international, Commun
which are relevant to the p
considerations have been taken into account during its preparation. 

 The likely significant effects on the environment, including short, medium and lon
and temporary effects, positive and negative effects, and secondary, cumulative and 

material assets, cultural heritage, including arc
inter-relationship between these issues. 

on the environment of implementing the plan or programme. 

 An outline of the reasons for selecting the alternatives dealt with, and a description of
was undertaken includin

The propose cture of the
This sh nsidered as indicative onl
of the spe g assessed. 

 Indicative ta ontents for SA Report 

eport Outline Content 

mary Summary of the SA p

(separate document) requirement). 

Abbreviations Abbreviations used in this report. 

1: Introduction Provides background to the SA and the DPD being assessed, and will include 

the purpose and structure of the SA Report. 

2: The SA Process Outlines the key elements of the SA process and the adopted approach to the 

assessment. 

Provide a summary of the SA process undertaken to date, including details of 

how to comment upon the SA Report. 

3: Assessment Methodology Outline the scope of the assessment and present the SA Framework.  

Further details of the assessment methodology presented in Appendix C. 
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ev

rammes and 

ro

ternational, national, 

es.  Identifies key plans, programmes 

e DPD and the SA process 

ppendix A. 

Section of SA R

4: Review of Rel

Prog

eport Outline Content 

ant Plans, Sets the context for the DPD within the hierarchy of in

regional, and local sustainability objectiv

Environmental P

Objectives 

tection and environmental protection objectives to which th

should have regard.  Full review presented in A

5: Sustainability Bas he environmental and sustainability baseline for Fylde as a 

ine review 

eline Characterises t

Issues and Context whole.  Also highlights key sustainability issues.  Full basel

presented in Appendix B. 

6: Options Develop

Appraisal 

nsidered and assessed ment and Outlines the development of alternatives that were co

as part of the development of the DPD. 

7: Assessment of the DPD Presents the assessment of the individual elements of the DPD ag

SA Objectives. Completed matrices to accompan

ainst the 

y the assessment presented 

ures will be proposed where 

dverse effects. 

in Appendices E, F and G.  Mitigation meas

relevant, to avoid, reduce or offset any a

8: Monitoring Fram rk to monitor the significant 

effects of the DPD. 

ework Provides an outline of the proposed framewo

environmental 

9: Next Steps Provides a brief summary of the next steps to the SA process. 

Appendix A:  Environmental Protection 

with the DPD and the SA. 

Analysis of relevant Plans, Programmes and 

Objectives and their relationship/conflicts 

Appendix B:  of baseline data. Presentation

Appendix C: xplains how the SA Framework 

Presents the SA Framework (objectives, indicators and targets). 

Presents the assessment methodology and e

was developed. 

Appendix D: Summary of Options Assessment Results (if appropriate). 

Appendix E: SA Objective Compatibility. 

Appendix F: Compatibility of Sustainability Objectives and the DPD’s Objectives. 

Appendix G: Matrices for the Assessment of the DPD’s Policies. 

 

 


